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Abstract. Tongue inspection �TI� is an important and unique diagnos-
tic method in traditional Chinese medicine �TCM�, because significant
connections between various viscerae diseases and abnormalities in
the tongue have been verified. In TCM, TI is simple and non invasive,
but in clinical applications, TI is subjectively based on the experience
and technique of physicians. To avoid this problem, optical coherence
tomography �OCT� imaging is introduced here for TI. We study OCT
imaging in rats in vivo from chronic gastritis group �model� and nor-
mal group �control� and quantitatively analyze the relative param-
eters, such as the thickness and the moisture degree of TI. Our results
show that OCT images properly demonstrate the thickness of the
tongue coating and the moisture degree of the tongue in both groups,
and the thickness is increased in the model group from that in the
normal group, while the moisture degree decreases. As a result, OCT
technology has the potential to provide physicians with an objective
diagnostic standard for visual TI in TCM clinical practice and
research.
© 2008 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers. �DOI: 10.1117/1.2870175�
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Introduction
raditional Chinese medicine �TCM� is a unique part of the
lorious culture of China, which has a history of over 2000 yr
nd stands as an indispensable part of the medical science of
he world. Tongue inspection �TI� is one of most important
iagnostic methods1,2 of TCM. TI is based on observing any
bnormal changes in the tongue to diagnose disease. Clinical
ata have shown significant connections between various dis-
ases and abnormalities of the tongue.3 The content to be
bserved includes the color, shape, and the movement of
ongue body, as well as the color, thickness of the tongue
oating, and the moisture degree of the tongue. Compared
ith other diagnostic methods, the advantages of TI lie in its
oninvasiveness and simplicity.

However, traditional TI has its inevitable deficiency; the
linical accuracy of TI is highly determined by the experience
nd knowledge of the physicians. For example, the thickness
f the observed tongue coating is classified as thick or thin,
ut no value is provided for reference. It is, therefore, neces-
ary to build an objective and quantitative diagnostic standard
or TI.

ddress all correspondence to: Changchun Zeng, Laboratory of Photonic Tradi-
ional Chinese Medicine, MOE Key Laboratory of Laser Life Science, South
hina Normal University, Guangzhou 510631, P.R. China. Tel: +86 20-

5213897-8611; Fax: +86 20-85210889; E-mail: gzzysys@scnu.edu.cn.
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To resolve the mentioned problems, recently significant ef-
forts have been made by several scientific groups and compa-
nies, and some new methods and systems for objectifying TI
have been developed.4–14 Most researchers analyzed the color
and texture of the patient’s tongue based on the tongue image
by computer. Previous researchers have paid more attention to
collecting the TI color. The extraction of the color features
can be performed in different color spaces, which usually in-
clude RGB, HSV, CIEYxy, CIELUV, and CIELAB. Color
space is often used in software systems to aid the interactive
selection and manipulations of tongue color, and some studies
have extended the color space to the IR or UV wave band.
Meanwhile, other characteristics of TI are deduced by the
color of the tongue body and tongue coating, Chiu et al.,15

Chiu,16 and Guo and Wang17 concretely accounted for the
thickness of tongue coating through different theories. How-
ever, with these studies it remains difficult to quantify the
parameters of TI in vivo, and almost no research on observ-
ing the glossal microstructure in depth in vivo has been
performed.

Optical coherence tomography18,19 �OCT� is a recently de-
veloped and noninvasive imaging technique that provides
high-resolution cross-sectional images of the microstructures
1083-3668/2008/13�1�/011004/6/$25.00 © 2008 SPIE
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f biological tissue. It combines the advantages of interferom-
ters and confocal microscopy to probe the weakly backscat-
ered photons from the microstructures beneath tissue sur-
aces. It has been applied in vivo in medical imaging and
iagnostics with great success, for example in ophthalmic,20

astrointestinal,21 gynecological,22 dermatological,23 and
ardiological24 imaging studies. The capabilities of OCT at
enetration depths have also been investigated in tissues
here structural information is distributed over many
illimeters.
In a previous study, we investigated the feasibility of using

n OCT imaging system as a method for glossoscopy,25 and
his method for TI was first presented by comparing the OCT
mage of the tongue with the histology of corresponding tis-
ue. The aim of this study was to observe the changes in OCT
mages of the tongues of normal control rats and those with
hronic gastritis in vivo and to quantify the TI parameters by
etecting the thickness of the tongue coating and the degree of
oisture of the tongue and then analyzing the discrepancy

etween the normal control and model groups.

Materials and Method
.1 OTC System

igure 1 shows a schema of the OCT system used in this
tudy.26 Briefly, a broadband light source is a superlumines-
ent diode with a central wavelength at 1310 nm and a band-
idth of 50 nm. The light is delivered via a single-mode fiber
ith a mode field diameter of 5.3 �m. This OCT system pro-
ides an axial resolution of 10 to 15 �m. The transverse res-
lution of the system is about 25 �m, as determined by the
ocal spot size produced by the probe beam. The signal-to-
oise ratio �SNR� of this system is measured at 100 dB. A
isible light source ��=645 nm� was used to guide the probe
eam. The OCT system operation is controlled automatically
y computer. The detector current is demodulated using a
ock-in amplifier and a low-pass filter in software prior to
torage. Each in-depth scanning �A-scan� consists of 10,000
ata points. The lateral scanning �B-scan� image is obtained
y moving the mirror relative to the tissue sample, which
akes about 1.0 s. The data acquisition software is written in
abVIEW 7.2-D. OCT images are obtained in each experi-

ig. 1 Schematic of the OCT system: CL, collimating lens; FC, fiber
oupler; PC, polarization controller; OL, objective lens; and D,
etector.
ent and stored in the PC for further processing.

ournal of Biomedical Optics 011004-
2.2 Animals
Twenty female Sprague-Dawley rats, from the Laboratory
Animal Center, Guangzhou University of Traditional Chinese
Medicine, weighing between 150 and 200 g were used in this
study. The animals were maintained in a standard laboratory,
where chow and tap water were available ad libitum for
7 days, and then they were randomly divided into the model
group �n=10� and the normal control group �n=10�.

In the model group, a standard chronic gastritis�Spleen-
stomach Damp-heat syndrome in TCM� rat model was
used.27,28 Briefly, 10 rats of the model group were fed with a
high-fat and sugar diet under a damp-heat environment and
appropriate alcohol and axunge were alternatively perfused.
The normal control group was perfused equivalent physi-
ological saline every day and maintained in a standard envi-
ronment. All rats were fed continuously for 3 weeks.

2.3 Experimental Procedure
Prior to performing the imaging, rats were anesthetized using
1% pentobarbital sodium �40 mg /kg�, and then each rat was
put on an optical table with its mouth widely opened by for-
ceps and 12 positions from regions A to H �Fig. 2� on the
tongue surface were scanned by OCT. Each position was
scanned more than twice, and all OCT images were stored in
a computer.

Histology was obtained immediately following the experi-
ments. The rats were deeply anesthetized with pentobarbital
sodium �100 mg /kg�. The rat tongues were extracted and
fixed in 100 ml /L neutral formalin. The sample was dehy-
drated with ethanol, embedded in paraffin, sectioned and
stained with hematoxylin and eosin �H & E� on a glass slide.
The slide was examined under an optical microscope for the
structure of the tongue.

2.4 Measurement of the Thickness of the Tongue
Coating

In an OCT measurement, the measured value of microstruc-
ture thickness is not the real thickness, it is the optical thick-
ness �l=nt�, where n and t are the refractive index and real
thickness of the sample, respectively. The refractive index of
biology tissues is changeable29 between 1.35 and 1.45, so in

Fig. 2 Regions of the rat’s tongue from A to H; A belongs to the tongue
tip, which accounts for 1/5 of the tongue, B to G belong to the tongue
middle, 3/5; and H belongs to the tongue root, 1 /5.
this study, we chose a middle value of 1.40 as the refractive

January/February 2008 � Vol. 13�1�2
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ndex of the tongue coating. The optical thickness is mea-
ured, and the real thickness of the tongue coating can be
etermined via

t = l/n . �1�

To obtain l, an average of 50 to 100 adjacent A-scans were
aken from a horizontal surface of each OCT B-scan. The 2-D
mage was averaged into a single curve to obtain the 1-D
istribution of the mean signal �or mean gray level� in depth
Fig. 3�. Based on differences in the OCT signal in depth,
ifferent layers of the tongue were clearly distinguished and
atched with the histology. From the results of this study, we

an discern that the first layer is called the tongue coating in
CM, and l is the optical thickness of tongue coating from the

ig. 3 �a� Typical OCT image of the normal rat’s glossal surface struc-
ure and �b� corresponding 1-D OCT signal in depth: 1; tongue coat-
ng; 2, tongue body; and 3, the interface of tongue coating and tongue
ody.
epth axis.

ournal of Biomedical Optics 011004-
2.5 Measurement of Moisture Degree of the Tongue
OCT imaging is based on intensity differences of backscat-
tered light. In this model, OCT is assumed to detect only light
that has been scattered once, and therefore the decay of the
OCT signal with depth simply follows the Lambert-Beer law.
According to the Lambert-Beer law, light attenuation inside
tissues is exponential. The attenuation coefficient ��t� in-
cludes the scattering coefficient ��s� and the absorption coef-
ficient ��a�. Because �s��a in the near-IR spectral range, �t
is almost proportional30 to �s. Tissue scattering properties are
highly dependent on the ratio of the refractive index of scat-
tering centers to the refractive index of interstitial fluid, so if
the interstitial fluid of the tongue, i.e., moisture degree, is
changeable, the scattering properties ��t� should vary. In this
study, the attenuation character of OCT signal within the
tongue body is distinct. We used �t within the tongue body to
assess the moisture degree of the tongue. From the 1-D dis-
tribution of the mean signal �i� in depth �d�, with a
Levenberg-Marquardt curve fitting algorithm, Eq. �2� is fitted
to the OCT signal within the tongue body. We present OCT
measurements only of the attenuation coefficient of different
moisture degree tongues in region C.

i�d� = A exp�− �td� + y0. �2�

2.6 Statistical Analysis
All values are presented as means �SE �standard error� for
the number of samples animals. The data were analyzed by
Student’s t tests for unpaired data, P�0.05 was the minimum
accepted level of significance for all groups.

3 Results
3.1 Comparison Between OCT Image and Histology

of the Normal Superficial Tongue Structure
To indicate that an OCT image can really reflect the layers of
tongue coating, the OCT image and the histology information
were compared. An OCT image of the normal rat’s glossal
surface structure is displayed in Fig. 3�a�. Several fine fea-
tures of the tongue are apparent. Three separate layers are
clearly visible: an upper layer is the tongue coating �TC� over

Fig. 4 Histology of the rat’s normal glossal surface structure: 1, mu-
cous stratum; 2, epithelial tissue; 3, muscular tissue.
the glossal surface; at bottom the layer, the tongue body �TB�

January/February 2008 � Vol. 13�1�3
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s evident, which exhibited exponential attenuation character-
stic of turbid media, and the interface between TC and TB is
darker thinner region under the scanning.
The corresponding histology is shown in Fig. 4. Three lay-

rs are also visible from the tongue tissue: the mucous stratum
hich is equivalent to TC, the glossal epithelial tissue, and the
uscular tissue. The TB is almost completely composed of

lossal muscular tissue, and the interface is composed of glos-
al epithelial tissue. It is shown that compared with the his-
ology image of the tongue, the OCT scan image can clearly
emonstrate the microstructure of the tongue in vivo.

.2 Thickness of the Tongue Coating
he results for the thickness of tongue coating determined by
CT are presented in Table 1. From the table, we can see that

he tongue thickness of the model group is much greater than
hat of the normal control group �P�0.01�. Figure 5 shows
hat the thickness from region A to region H has an increasing
rend.

.3 Tongue Moisture Degree
igure 6 shows the scattering intensity of OCT signals versus

he tissue depth; it is noticed that the signals decline rapidly as
epth increases. Using Eq. �2� for fitting statistics, the R2

alues are 0.96775 and 0.96787 in the normal control and
odel groups, respectively, so both fit well with the original

Table 1 Comparison of th

Number of Cases �n�
Tip �1/5�
A ��m� B ��m

ormal control group 10 223±3 266±

odel group 10 252±3a 311±

p�0.01 versus normal control group.

ig. 5 Thickness of tongue coating from regions A to H. The thickness
f the tongue coating shows an increasing trend from region A �tongue

ip� to region H �tongue root�.

ournal of Biomedical Optics 011004-
curve. As described in Table 2, the �t value in model group is
higher than that in the normal control group �P�0.01�. This
represents the fact that the scattering property of the tongue
body in model group is enhanced, and the interstitial fluid of
the tongue is reduced. Thus, the moisture degree of the tongue
of rats with chronic gastritis is decreased, and the discrepancy
has remarkable statistical significance �P�0.01�.

4 Discussion
TI is an important diagnostic method in TCM practice. The
thickness of the coating shows the “wax or wane of the evil
and genuine,” whereas the moisture content of the body
shows the “wax or wane the distribution of body fluid” in
TCM. A greasy and putrid tongue, respectively, shows the
retention of “dampness, phlegm, fluid or blood.” However,
visual examination of a tongue is quite subjective, and its
evaluation often relies on the TCM practitioner’s past experi-
ence. Therefore, an objective, noninvasive, quantitative, and
in vivo examination method is required to help the TCM prac-
titioner obtain tongue information from patients. The aim of
this work was to obtain an objective criterion for TI using an
optical method for quantitative detection of the thickness of
the tongue coating, the moisture degree of the tongue, and the
normal superficial tongue structure.

To validate whether an OCT image can really reflect layers
of tongue coating, an OCT image and a histology figure of a
normal rat’s glossal structure were compared. Our results

ness of tongue coating.

Middle �3/5�

Root �1/5�
H ��m���m� D ��m� E ��m� F ��m� G ��m�

82±5 288±5 293±2 293±3 307±2 321±2

20±2a 323±3a 326±3a 327±2a 335±3a 349±3a

Fig. 6 Attenuation of OCT signal scattering intensity with increases in
depth. The curve represents the average A-scan over the region C in
e thick

� C

3 2

4a 3
an OCT image of tongue tissue �normal and model�.
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howed that three separate layers are clearly visible by OCT,
CT images of different components are consistent with the
istology of the tongue, and an OCT scan image can clearly
emonstrate the microstructure of the tongue in vivo. By ana-
yzing t and �t, we obtained values for the thickness of the
ongue coating and the moisture degree of the tongue, and can
ensitively detect the value changes in the model group and
he normal control group.

Modern medical study shows that the tongue coating is
ade up of a keratinization tree of filiform papilla and others

omponents �exfoliative epithelium cells, bacilli saliva, food
rumbs, and leukocytes�. In healthy people, the glossal epi-
helial cells maintain the normal formation, differentiation,
xfoliative process, and relative balance. Investigation by re-
earchers indicates that the epithelial cell development and
ifferention become markedly rapid in the tongues of chronic
astritis patients, however, the cycle of exfoliation becomes
elatively longer, which leads to the formation of a thick
ongue coating. In our results, an increase in t of tongue in the
odel group is similar to the conclusions reached by the

linic inspection in TCM, and the value of the thickness of
ongue coating can be provided to be combined with other
iagnoses to judge the degree of gastric inflammation given in
CM. Furthermore, the moisture degree of the tongue can

eflect the state of Jin Ye, which mainly includes blood and
ther fluid �liquid� in the human body in TCM. In this study,
lcohol and axunge were given to rats, which harm stomachs
nd may lead to the reduction of Jin Ye in the rat tongues. This
esults in changes of scattering in tongues images. As a result,
he moisture degree from the model group is significantly,
ower than that of the normal control group, and this shows
hat the tongues of model rats show dryness-heat and are short
f Jin Ye, which agrees with the clinic inspection in TCM.

However, the measured t values in our study are not in a
ood agreement with the histology. This is possibly so for two
easons. First, the refraction of the tongue we used in this
xperiment is 1.40, which could be different from real refrac-
ion. Second, the discrepancy between in vivo and ex vivo
ayer thickness may be attributed to the shrinkage due to the
xation in the histology. In the future research, we will rank
easured values in different patients according to TCM.
hus, with OCT image technology, a doctor could precisely
iagnose the state of an illness by TI.

Conclusion
CT was showed to be capable of imaging tongues of normal

ats and rats with chronic gastritis in vivo. The thickness of
ongue coating and the moisture degrees of the tongues could
e obtained, which are important for TI in TCM. Our results
how that both parameters in the model group are signifi-

Table 2 The curve fit r

Case �n� Chi2/Deg

Normal control group 10

Model group 10
aP�0.01 versus normal control group.
antly different from those in the normal control group. This

ournal of Biomedical Optics 011004-
suggests that OCT technology is capable of sensitively moni-
toring the changes of rat tongues, and has a potential to be
developed into a useful tool to assist the TCM practitioners in
diagnosis.
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